The optimal measure of linkage disequilibrium reduces error in association mapping of affection status.
We have developed a simple yet powerful approach for disease gene association mapping by linkage disequilibrium (LD). This method is unique because it applies a model with evolutionary theory that incorporates a parameter for the location of the causal polymorphism. The method exploits LD maps, which assign a location in LD units (LDU) for each marker. This approach is based on single marker tests within a composite likelihood framework, which avoids the heavy Bonferroni correction through multiple testing. As a proof of principle, we tested an 890 kb region flanking the CYP2D6 gene associated with poor drug-metabolizing activity in order to refine the localization of a causal mutation. Previous LD mapping studies using single markers and haplotypes have identified a 390 kb significant region associated with the poor drug-metabolizing phenotype on chromosome 22. None of the 27 Single nucleotide polymorphisms was within the gene. Using a metric LDU map, the commonest functional polymorphism within the gene was located at 14.9 kb from its true location, surrounded within a 95% confidence interval of 172 kb. The kb map had a relative efficiency of 33% compared with the LDU map. Our findings indicate that the support interval and location error are smaller than any published results. Despite the low resolution and the strong LD in the region, our results provide evidence of the substantial utility of LDU maps for disease gene association mapping. These tests are robust to large numbers of markers and are applicable to haplotypes, diplotypes, whole-genome association or candidate region studies.